Remote Work

Remote Work.
Rethink Office.
The once distinct spatial and temporal
separation of work and leisure time is
increasingly dissolving. More and more
people are demanding new contentual motives and flexible possibilities to combine
job and private life in a meaningful way.
Today, new digital communication tools
offer options to work from anywhere.
Workplaces are changing from the classic
offices to home office or co-working
spaces. This new generation or workers
are demanding free choice in their work
location, prefering to unfold their laptops
in cafés, on the train, on park benches or
even in the Bully on the beach. In globally
networked project work, communication
takes place via telephone conferences.
Dedicated work places are not passé,
but are adapted in their function and use.
Communication requires not only functioning technology but also a suitably furnished
room.

System 180 has been dedicated to the
development of table systems for different working places for years: our tables,
benches and high desks are geared
towards the increasingly complex requirements of designers and users. A table is a
workplace, meeting table, storage table or
a tool for agile working.
Our compact sitting/standing tables of the
RackPod and BridgePro series offer you
professional furniture for the pleasure of
furnishing your workplace: timeless and
functional aesthetic, flexible and modular,
with many options in design and function.

Flexibly usable tables offer the possibility
to create an ideal working environment at
home or in the office for defined periods of
time. They can be transformed again and
again as part of the designed space during
the course of the day depending on the
requirements.
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Flexible
Platform
Our folding table series RackPod stands for
mobility and flexibility in the office and in
your own four walls. Thanks to their timeless
design and two widths, the tables are easily
integrated into existing furnishing concepts.
If the function of the room changes, the
RackPod can be stowed away to save space
until the next use.
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Change of
Perspective
Standing and sitting complement each other
ergonomically in the daily routine.
That is why the RackPod table is available in
two different heights. The table series was
developed for flexible use in contemporary
office environments and at home.
The practical accessories, which include the
option of additional storage compartments
or a cable tray for connecting your electronic
devices, turn the RackPod into a fully functional workstation.
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RackPod

RackPod Accessories

Modern working environments are on the move and flexible
furnishing supports this development. With the folding tables
RackPod we have developed a table programme in sitting and
standing height that meets these requirements. Light, functional
and with a lot of practical accessories, the RackPod Tables are
adaptable for a variety of uses.

And when they are not needed, they can be stored in a
space-saving manner in just a few steps thanks to the folding frame. The RackPod tables are particularly well-suited to
situations where you need a minimalist design combined with
flexibility and mobility.

The accessories of the RackPod series are committed to the
philosophy of flexibility and simplicity and meet the demands
of a digital working environment. Easily retrofittable elements
for the management of power and media technology as well as

functional storage compartments turn the RackPods into adequate work islands. The accessories are designed so they can
be attached to and removed from the tables at any time without
the need for tools.

Table RackPod S with W/H/D: 160/75/79 cm

Standing table RackPod H

Multibox #39262

Cable trough S #38936

Storage space

Table RackPod L with W/H/D: 180/75/90 cm

W/H/D: 160/108/79 cm

W/H/D: 79/12/12 cm

W/H/D: 150/10/12 cm

left: #39263

White honeycomb tabletop with black edge, folding frame, casters Ø 75 mm

White honeycomb tabletop with black edge, folding frame, casters Ø 75 mm

∙ for RackPod S und H

∙ for RackPod S und H

right: #39264

optionally on adjustable feet

optionally on adjustable feet

∙ sheet metal, powder-coated in black

∙ sheet metal, powder-coated in black

W/H/D: 24/14/35 cm

∙ two pull-out trays padded with cork

Cable trough L #38542

∙ for all RackPod models

W/H/D: 132/10/12 cm

∙ sheet metal, powder-coated in black

∙ for RackPod L

∙ 2 acrylic drawers: W/H/D: 23/3/35 und 23/9/35 cm

∙ sheet metal, powder-coated in black

Sitting container SitRack #65731

Technical connection ON

Sets consisting of 4 screw feet

W/H/D: 41/48/39 cm

white: #58283

∙ for table height 72-76 cm: #39906

pullout plastic box with organisation accessories and lid,

black: #58284

∙ for table height 76-80 cm: #45984

casters Ø 75 mm

∙ for all RackPod models
∙ 2 safety plugs, 1 double USB port, 1 RJ45 port
∙ cord and fixtures
∙ Housing and mounting bracket made of aluminium
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Augmented Reality Models
With the Augmented Reality 3D models you can already see your
desired furniture in your own rooms. Just scan the QR Code with
your mobile phone.

Augmented Reality is currently only supported by the following
devices: iPhone with iOS 12+

Folding table RackPod S

Standing Table RackPod H

SitRack
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Freedom
of Design
Our BridgePro tables in three different formats are the right choice when it comes to
permanently furnishing your workstation at
home or in the office.
Functional design, ample legroom, mobility,
high-quality details, as well as a large selection of coloured surfaces and veneers make
the table the visual centre of your everyday
life.
In the BridgePro we have combined everything we like to see in a modern, uncompromising table.
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Optimal
Functionality
Many things that we deal with in our daily
routine can be done standing up:
working on the notebook, phone calls, short
meetings, the cup of coffee in between.
The BridgePro table series offers you different
heights, which you can also be combine with
each other. We offer both versions in three
compact sizes, so that the desired BridgePro
tables can be perfectly integrated into your
room.
Our accessories offer a wide range of options
for the well thought-out accommodation of
the required technology.
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BridgePro

BridgePro Accessories

BridgePro is the elegant all-rounder for the office and at home.
Instead of the Bridge table's distinctive zigzag crossbars, the
BridgePro uses slim steel profiles. These provide more legroom
under the table and space for a mobile container.

The standard castors ensure unlimited mobility and adjustable feet are optionally available. Our Smart Container, also on
castors, offers storage space for writing utensils, office supplies
and personal items.

With the optionally available accessories you can ideally equip
every work surface for the intended use. The decisive factor in
choosing the right accessories is whether technical components
are to be permanently installed and connections concealed or

Device Box

Device Inlay

Device Top

Table BridgePro S with W/H/D: 144/76/72 cm

Standing Table BridgePro S with W/H/D: 144/107/72 cm

The device box consists of a technology tray, cover

The device inlay is inserted flush into the technology

The device top is placed on the device cutout.

Table BridgePro M with W/H/D: 162/76/81 cm

Standing Table BridgePro M with W/H/D:162/107/81 cm

and cable fixation. Plugs and cables can be stored in

cutout. The connections can be fitted as required and

The body made of black powder-coated steel forms

Table BridgePro L with W/H/D: 180/76/90 cm

Standing Table BridgePro L with W/H/D: 180/107/90 cm

the technology tray and disappear under the cover.

are easily accessible for use.

a zoning on the table surface and carries technology

Table top 16 mm with black edge, castors Ø 75 mm, optionally on adjustable feet

Table top 16 mm with black edge, castors Ø 75 mm, optionally on adjustable feet

whether equipment is to be changed frequently and connections must be easily accessible. Device box, device inlay and
device top can be equipped with different connection modules.

modules on both long sides. The upper end of the
attachment offers a practical pen tray.

Smart Container #39905

Socket strip IN Start

Socket strip IN Free

Socket strip IN USB Charge

W/H/D: 41/66/48 cm

∙ 4 safety plugs

∙ 2 safety plugs

∙ 2 safety plugs and 1 USB double charger

1 drawer, 1 door, 1 back panel, casters Ø 50 mm

∙ Current input: GST18; current output: GST18

∙ 2 freely assignable modules (here: 1 slot USB 3.0,

∙ 1 freely assignable module (here: RJ45 CAT6)

∙ Cable length: 3 m
∙ Black plastic body

HDMI 2.0 and RJ45 CAT6)

∙ Current input: GST18; current output: GST18

∙ Current input: GST18; current output: GST18

∙ Cable length: 3 m

∙ Cable length: 3 m

∙ Black plastic body

∙ Black plastic body
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Augmented Reality Models
With the Augmented Reality 3D models you can already now see
your desired furniture in your own rooms. Just scan the QR Code
with your mobile phone.

Augmented Reality is currently only supported by the following
devices: iPhone with iOS 12+

Table BridgePro M

Standing table BridgePro M

Smart Container #39905
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Surface Selection
For the surface finish of the tube structure you can choose
between the brushed stainless steel surface SteelLine and the
powder-coated surface BlackLine.

With the BridgePro tables you can choose from 11 unidecors,
2 real wood veneers and 3 linoleum colours. Black colourthrough MDF panels with thermally smoothed, sealed edges

function as base material. The tables of the RackPod series are
available exclusively with a 38 mm thick, white tabletop with
black edges.

Unidecors
Coated on both sides with a protective coating of
melamine resin.

SteelLine

BlackLine

Brushed stainless steel

Stainless steel, powder coated in black

White

Light grey

Khaki

Graphite

Black

Light yellow

Iguana green

Atlantic blue

Night blue

Ruby red

Orchid red

Oak

Walnut

Wood veneers
Veneered on both sides with a matt finish.

Forbo furniture linoleum (BridgePro work surfaces only)
Surface coated with high-quality furniture linoleum.

Smoky grey

Ash grey

Charcoal grey

Colour deviations may occur due to printing technology. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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For further technical specifications please contact our consultants in the specialized trade.
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Your local specialist trade partner:

System 180 GmbH
Ernst-Augustin-Straße 3, 12489 Berlin
contact@system180.com
www.system180.com
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